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SET YOUR CREATIVITY FREE
 

It’s time to let your style shine with the 
versatile, easy-to-use FS ‘Free Your Style’ 
Series from Brother. Harnessing computer 
technology that delivers up to 100 inbuilt 
stitches and offering rapid sewing speeds  
of 850 stitches per minute with speed  
control by shutter key, these machines  
are the epitome of precision and control.

Available exclusively from

FS Series



FS70
For speed and ease of use, the FS70 gets you sewing quickly 
with little fuss. No more wasting time trying to feed thread into the 
machine. Suitable for use across a wide range of fabric weights.

FS50
An ideal solution for sewing on the go, the FS50 is lightweight, 
quiet and includes 50 inbuilt stitches.

FS101
Experience superior quality and versatility with the FS101. Step up 
to a sewing machine that will offer you a quick start, wide choice 
of up to 100 stitch styles and  and 55 character stitches with a 
smoother feed as you work.

Backed by over 100 years of Brother’s sewing expertise and innovation, these feature packed 
computerised sewing machines deliver the ideal partner to help shine a spotlight on your 
personal style, be it in fashion, homewares or craft art.

SHINE A SPOTLIGHT ON YOUR STYLE

50 Built in 
Stitches

70 Built in 
Stitches

100 Built in 
Stitches

5 one-step 
buttonholes

7 one-step 
buttonholes

8 one-step 
buttonholes

Built-in Needle 
threader

Built-in Needle 
threader

Built-in Needle 
threader

Quick Set 
Bobbin

Quick Set 
Bobbin

Quick Set 
Bobbin



Easy Precision and Control
Steady penetration power control at low speed and easy 
needle position setting

Fast Speed Stitching
850 stitches per minute with speed control by shutter key 
(W/O foot controller) 

Compact & Portable
An ideal solution for sewing on the go with product weight 
starting from 4.8KG only! 

Ready to Go
Up to 16 accessories included

Low Noise Level
Boasting 70 - 75 dB noise level

LCD display
See at a glance the information about your stitch. Length, 
width and type of presser foot required are all clearly 
identified on the LCD display.

Automatic needle threader
Needle threading is quick and simple with a one-step 
action. 

LED sewing light
Light your workspace effectively with the LED light. It  
uses less power than a traditional bulb and lasts the life  
of the machine.

Quick set bobbin
Simply drop in a full bobbin, thread in the direction of the 
arrow and you are ready to sew. The see-through bobbin 
cover is an advantage; you can check bobbin status so 
you know when you need to change the bobbin.

7-point feed*
Extra teeth ensure a smooth feeding action and superior 
stitch quality. Sew with accuracy on a variety of fabrics 
from sheer silk to denim.

*Not available with FS50



ASK FOR THE FS SERIES TODAY AT YOUR NEAREST

Type of screen LCD screen LCD screen LCD screen

Number of built-in stitches 50 70 100

Buttonhole styles 5 one-step 7 one-step 8 one-step 

Character Stitches - - 55

Needle threading system advanced advanced advanced

Quick set bobbin   

F.A.S.T. bobbin winding system   

Bright LED sewing   

Stitch width & length control   

Blanket Stitch   

Drop feed   

Free arm sewing ability   

Start/Stop Key   -

Multi-directional sewing
Foot controller +

 Start/Stop button
Foot controller +

 Start/Stop button
Foot controller +

 Start/Stop button

Needle stop positioning setting   

Speed controller   -

7 Point Feed -  

Maximum stitch width  7mm 7mm 7mm

Maximum stitch length 5mm 5mm 5mm

Maximum speed 850 850 850

Accessories included - - 16

Features FS50 FS70 FS101
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STYLISH FEATURES
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